
Some people prefer to dwell in rural areas as they believe it makes them live a healthier lifestyle. Do you 

agree or disagree? Support your answer. 

 

 

 

     I strongly agree with people who is interested in living in rural areas for healthier lifestyle. Nowadays, the 

more technology revolution increase, the more environments are destroyed, the less of fresh air we have. 

     After the first industrial evolution in England, the wolrd has become so much different. More house is built, 

factories are contructed everywhere on the earth. As the matter of fact, we're losing space and also the fresh air 
day by day. Mega city has appeared all over the world, there are so many people in a city that we dont have 

enough land for living. The idea is we need fresh air and larger space at least for breathing. So the pure rural areas 

are the best choice. 

    But is space the onlything that we expect from the countryside? It's more. Coming along with the fresh air and 

space is the huge amount of environment. Countryside contains alot of self production food. The worries about the 

poisened meat or vegetable from repellent are gone. The rural areas consist not only fresh food but also many 

sports. It's very convenient for us to have a nature gym just ouside our door. Jogging, hiking, mountain climbing, 

swimming... A little bit dangerous but it's worth for a healthy body. 

     Living in rural areas seems to be much more beautiful but there's something that pulls us back to the city. 

Countryside isnt the place which has many interest in public heath. Full equiped hospitals are all in the cities. The 

more distance from the city, the more risk you get when having healh problem. You should have a good 

preparation before thinking about moving out of the city. 
     There are advantage and disadvantage about living in rural areas, but overall, it's still the best choice if you 

need a healthier lifestyle. 

 

Revised 

 

I strongly agree with people who is interested in living in rural areas for healthier lifestyle. Nowadays, the more 

the technology revolution increases, the more environments are destroyed and, the less of fresh air we have. For 

this reason, I strongly agree with people who are interested in living in rural areas for a healthier lifestyle. 

     After the first industrial evolution in England, the wolrd world has become became so much different. More 

houses were is built and, morefactories are were contructed than everywhere  anywhere on the earth. As the a 

matter of fact, we're losing space and also the fresh air day by day. Mega citiesy has have appeared all over the 

worldand, there are so many people in a city cities that we don't have enough land for living. The idea is we need 

fresh air and larger space,, at least for breathing, s. sSo the pure rural areas are the best choice. 

    But is space the onlything that we expect from the countryside? It's more. Coming along with the fresh air and 

space is the a huge amount of environment.The c Countryside contains alot of self production food. The worries 

about the poisened meat or vegetable from repellent are gone. The rural areas consist not only of fresh food but 

also allow us to play many sports. It's very convenient for us to have a naturale gym just ouside our door. Jogging, 

hiking, mountain climbing, swimming are all a... A little bit dangerous but it's worth it for a healthy body. 

     Living in rural areas seems to be much more beautiful but there's something that pulls us back to the city. The 

cCountryside isn't the a place which has many much interest in public heath. Fully equiped hospitals are all in the 

cities. The more distance from the city, the more risk you get when having if you have a healh problem. You 

should have a good preparation before thinking about moving out of the city. 

     There are advantages and disadvantages about living in rural areas, but overall, it's still the best choice if you 

need a healthier lifestyle. 



Good job. Organization and content very nice. You have some good vocabulary 

here too. Note that we should start with background info and then offer an 

opinion. Also,  (...) which is called ellipsis, is not good for the IELTS test. Better 

to write: "and so" or list possibilities.  


